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Low-energy scale of the periodic Anderson model
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Wilson’s numerical renormalization-group method is used to study the paramagnetic ground state of the
periodic Anderson model within the dynamical mean-field approach. For the particle-hole symmetric model,
which is a Kondo insulator, we find that the lattice Kondo scaleT0 is strongly enhanced over the impurity scale
TK ; T0 /TK}exp$1/3I %, whereI is the Schrieffer-Wolff exchange coupling. In the metallic regime, where the
conduction-band filling is reduced from one, we find characteristic signatures of Nozie`res’ exhaustion scenario,
including a strongly reduced lattice Kondo scale, a significant suppression of the states available to screen the
f-electron moment, and a Kondo resonance with a strongly enhanced height. However, in contrast to the
quantitative predictions of Nozie`res, we find that theT0}TK with a coefficient that depends strongly on
conduction-band filling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lanthanide- or actinide-based heavy fermion compoun1

can be viewed as a paradigm for strong correlation effect
solids. These systems comprise a great variety of diffe
low-temperature states, including paramagnetic metals w
either a Fermi liquid or non-Fermi-liquid properties,1,2 long-
range magnetic order, superconductivity, or coexistent m
netism and superconductivity.1 While it is very interesting
and challenging to understand the physics of these ord
ground states, not even the basic ingredient, namely
physics of the paramagnetic metal, has been fully captu
yet on a microscopic basis. The common understandin
that the physical properties of heavy fermion compounds
largely determined by spin-flip scattering between spins
calized on the lanthanide or actinide sites and delocali
conduction quasiparticles usually formed by thed-states in
the system. In the case of dilute compounds this spin-
scattering leads to the well-known Kondo effect, i.e., t
screening of the localized spins by the conduction electr
and the formation of a Fermi liquid with a low-energy sca
set by the so-called Kondo temperature,TK depending expo-
nentially and nonperturbatively on the system paramete3

Interestingly, the physics of the metallic phase of conc
trated systems can in some cases, e.g., CeAl3 , CeB6 or
CeCu6,1 be at least qualitatively understood by a picture
independent, but coherent Kondo scatterers, with the l
energy scale set by the Kondo temperature of the dilute
tem. However, for UPt3 , URu2Si2, or Yb4As3,4 or the com-
pound LiV2O4 recently characterized as a heavy fermi
system,5 there seem to exist two distinct energy scales, o
high-temperature scaleTK , describing conventional incoher
ent Kondo scattering, and a much smaller scaleT0, also
called the coherence scale in literature, which marks the
set of Fermi-liquid formation characterized by quasipartic
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~19!/12799~11!/$15.00
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with strongly enhanced effective masses. This apparent
crepancy in the experimental situation has triggered num
ous theoretical investigations, from which two domina
competing scenarios have emerged. One scenario, based
diagrammatic perturbation theory,6,7 succeeded in approxi
mately mapping the concentrated system onto a set of in
pendent, effective impurities which at low temperature fo
a coherent Fermi-liquid state due to the lattice periodic
The theory further predicts the existence of asingle energy
scale which uniquely determines the high-energy proper
like Kondo screening as well as the formation of the lo
temperature Fermi liquid. Most important, apart from mo
erate renormalizations which usually lead to an enhan
ment, this lattice scale is given in terms of the energy sc
of the corresponding diluted system7 and the one particle
properties close to the Fermi energy are well described b
picture of hybridizing bands, leading to a density of sta
with a ~pseudo!gap slightly above the Fermi energy.8 The
large effective masses can be accounted for by the obse
tion that the Fermi energy lies in the region with flat bands7,9

A further theoretical study, based on a variational treatm
of the system with a Gutzwiller wave function and emplo
ing the Gutzwiller approximation, seems to support this
sult in the sense that the energy scale calculated is enha
over the corresponding scale of the dilute system, i.e., th
is quite likely only one relevant energy scale. However, t
variational scale is more strongly renormalized.10

The other scenario is based on Nozie`res argument that in
concentrated systems there will generally not be enough c
duction states available to screen all of the localized sp
This situation is engendered by the fact that only the ba
states withinTK of the Fermi surface can effectively partic
pate in screening the local moments. The number of scre
ing electrons can be estimated asr0

c(0)TK!1, wherer0
c(0)

is the conduction-band density of states at the Fermi le
12 799 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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12 800 PRB 61TH. PRUSCHKE, R. BULLA, AND M. JARRELL
Thus, in a concentrated system one should encounte
intermediate-temperature regime where all band states a
able for screening are ‘‘exhausted’’—from which the nam
‘‘exhaustion physics’’ was coined—and the system starts
resemble an incoherent metal where only part of the sp
will be screened.11 However, since the Kondo screenin
clouds are not pinned to a particular site they can m
through the system with an effective hopping matrix elem
and a residual strong local correlation, because there
never be two screening clouds on the same site. Base
these arguments Nozie`res thus suggests that at low tempe
tures the system effectively behaves similar to a Hubb
model with a small number of holes and strong local Co
lomb repulsion. The remaining entropy can now be quenc
by forming a state with either long-range antiferromagne
order or short-ranged antiferromagnetic fluctuations, wh
give rise to a small low-energy scale and a correspond
heavy Fermi liquid, too.13 It is important to note that thes
phenomenological arguments by Nozie`res do not make any
reference to a particular model or specific parameter reg
of a model like the periodic Anderson model; thus, if N
zières arguments are correct, exhaustion physics should
tually be the generic situation.

Although both scenarios seem to be in accordance w
some experimental facts, they apparently fail to capture
whole story. Moreover, in some cases they rely either
approximations that are difficult to control on a microscop
basis or are entirely based on phenomenological argume
as it is the case with Nozie`res’s point of view. In order to
discriminate which ansatz is correct or outline the bord
where each of the two scenarios may be valid, a more th
ough microscopic study of the properties of the paramagn
phase is highly desirable.

Recently, quantum Monte Carlo~QMC! simulations of
the periodic Anderson model~PAM! within the dynamical
mean-field theory12–14 ~DMFT! have shown that when th
conduction band is nearly half-filled,15 there is a single scale
consistent with the predictions of Rice and Ueda,10 but ob-
viously inconsistent with Nozie`res’s picture of exhaustion
On the other hand, when the conduction-band filling is s
nificantly reduced, the states available for screening of
local moments appear to be depleted near the Fermi sur
and the lattice coherence scale is strongly reduced from
corresponding impurity scale.16,17 A protracted evolution of
the photoemission spectra18 and transport17 are predicted and
can be understood in terms of a crossover between the
scales. Although a quantitative relationship between the
scales could not be established, the reduction was ascrib
exhaustion.18 Nozières subsequently argued that exhaust
should lead to a significant reduction of the lattice scale
predicted thatT0 is at most Nd(0)TK

2 .19

In this contribution we present results for the zer
temperature properties of the periodic Anderson model
tained within the DMFT in conjunction with Wilson’s nu
merical renormalization group~NRG! calculations.20 We
will show that for systems with an approximately half-fille
conduction band, one finds a single energy scale, in ac
dance with the independent impurity picture and wh
qualitatively behaves as predicted by Rice and Ueda;10 more-
over, in this parameter regime we do not find any hint
wards the occurrence of exhaustion physics, which raises
an
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question to what extent Nozie`res’s phenomenological argu
ment, that only a fractionr0

c(0)TK!1 of the band states ca
contribute to the screening of thef spins, is valid.

In order to observe a behavior at all that is in at le
qualitative agreement with Nozie`res’s exhaustion scenario
one actually has to strongly reduce the carrier concentra
of the conduction band. For these low-carrier systems
physical behavior completely changes and can now be
derstood in the framework of exhaustion. However, a qu
titative comparison of the lattice energy scale and the one
the corresponding impurity model is possible with o
method, and indicates a strikingly different relation betwe
the two than recently predicted by Nozie`res19 even in this
parameter regime.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we will i
troduce the periodic Anderson model and its treatm
within the DMFT using NRG. In Sec. III we will discus
recent developments in understanding the physics of
PAM in some detail and provide a basis to interpret the NR
results presented in Sec. IV. The paper will be concluded
a summary and outlook in Sec. V.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

A. Periodic Anderson model

The standard model used to describe the physics of he
fermion systems is the periodic Anderson model~PAM!

H5(
ks

«kcks
† cks1« f(

k
f ks

† f ks1U(
i

ni↑
f ni↓

f

1(
ks

Vk~cks
† f ks1H.c.!. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, cks
† creates a conduction quasiparticle with m

mentum k, spin s, and dispersion«k , with (1/N)(k«k
5«c as its center of mass;f ks

† creates anf electron with
momentumk, spins, and energy« f , andnis

f is the number
operator for f electrons at lattice sitei with spin s. The
localized f states experience a Coulomb repulsionU when
occupied by two electrons and the two subsystems
coupled via a hybridizationVk . Although it is in general a
crude approximation we will assume for computational re
sonsVk5const for the rest of the paper.

Given the usually rather complex crystal structure
heavy fermion compounds, the question to what extent
simple model~1!, which describes orbitally nondegeneratef
states, is appropriate. However, especially in Ce-based
tems the relevant configuration isf 1, whose multiplicity will
in general be reduced to a Kramers doublet in the cry
field; the other crystal field multiplets are generally we
separated from this ground-state doublet.1 The situation is
more complicated in uranium compounds, where with eq
probability anf 2 state can be the lowest configuration. In th
case the assumption of a Kramers doublet is of course
justified. Nevertheless, even for these compounds the P
seems to provide an at least qualitatively correct descript
so that we assume it to be the relevant model for those c
pounds, too.

In contrast to, e.g., the Hubbard model, where for o
dimension an exact solution via the Bethe ansatz is availa
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PRB 61 12 801LOW-ENERGY SCALE OF THE PERIODIC ANDERSON MODEL
and a combination of many-body techniques was succes
to exploit the ground state properties exactly, no such ex
benchmark is available for the PAM. The only limit whe
the physical properties are almost completely known is
impurity version of the model~1! @single impurity Anderson
model ~SIAM!#,3 where a single site withf-states exists
which couples to the conduction states. In this limit one fin
for u« f u/V, (« f1U)/V@1 the mentioned Kondo behavio
namely a screening of the local moment by the conduc
states with an energy scale~Kondo temperature!

TK5lAIexpS 2
1

I D ,

I 52V2r0
c~0!U 1

« f
2

1

« f1UU, ~2!

with r0
c(0) the density of states at the Fermi energy of

conduction band andl a cutoff energy. Note, thatTK de-
pends exponentially on the system parameters, and e
cially nonanalytically onV2.

It is important to stress that the occurrence of the Kon
temperature is intimately connected to the thermodyna
limit, where a~quasi!continuum of band states exists at t
Fermi energy. This property makes reliable calculations w
techniques usually suitable to treat finite-sized two- or thr
dimensional systems, like exact diagonalization or quan
Monte Carlo, of limited value, since they can only hand
small to moderately sized systems. For the quantum Mo
Carlo an additional problem is the sign problem, which b
comes increasingly serious asU and the system size increas
Direct perturbational approaches are by construction
stricted to small values ofU and generally fail to capture
even the basics of the Kondo physics. Notable excepti
occur again for the SIAM. Here, straightforward secon
order perturbation theory inU ~not self-consistent! is able to
reproduce at least qualitative features in the special cas
full particle-hole symmetry.21,22More recently, an ansatz us
ing a perturbation theory about the unrestricted Hartee-F
solution for the SIAM~Ref. 23! has been shown to give eve
quantitatively correct results for spectral functions and
ergy scales of the SIAM in the Kondo limit.24

B. Dynamical mean-field theory

The other nontrivial limit, where an exact solution of th
PAM ~1! becomes at least, in principle, possible is the lim
of large dimensionality, where the dynamical mean-fie
theory ~DMFT! becomes exact.12–14 Here, the renormaliza
tions due to the local Coulomb repulsion become pur
local,12 i.e., one obtains a one-particle self-energy indep
dent of momentum

S f~k,z!→S f~z!. ~3!

This property may be used to remap the lattice problem o
an effective SIAM again.25,26 The nontrivial aspect of the
theory comes about by the fact that the medium coupling
the effective impurity isa priori not known but has to be
determined self-consistently in the course of t
calculation.27 In particular, the self-consistency relation fo
the PAM reads
ful
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r0

c~e!

z2« f2S f~z!2
V2

z2e2«c

5
1

z2« f2D̃~z!2S f~z!
5
!

GSIAM~z!, ~4!

with r0
c(e) the density of states of the bare conduction ba

in Eq. ~1!. The second line in Eq.~4! defines a generalized
hybridization functionD̃(z), which implicitly depends on
S f(z) and is thus modified from its noninteracting form b
the presence of correlatedf electrons on other sites in a
averaged way.

The remaining task is to solve the effective SIAM defin
by the set of parameters$« f , U% and the generalized Ander
son width

G~v!52I m$D̃~v1 ih!%. ~5!

Note that the self-consistency condition~4! requires the
knowledge of a dynamical quantity, viz, the one-partic
Green function for all frequencies. This immediately rul
out techniques like the Bethe ansatz, since it is impossibl
calculate dynamical correlation functions with this metho
To perform this task nevertheless, a variety of differe
methods have been developed and applied during the
decade: quantum Monte Carlo simulations,26 exact
diagonalization,14 extended second-order perturbation theo
@iterated perturbation theory~IPT!#,14,29 resolvent perturba-
tion techniques,9,30 the local-moment approach,23 and Wil-
son’s NRG.31–33

In this paper we used the last method for the followi
reasons. First, it is tailored to capture the low-energy phys
of the Kondo problem with high accuracy. Second, it is a
to identify exponentially small energy scales. Third, it
nonperturbatively and thus also produces the correct de
dence of the Kondo temperature on the parameters@see Eq.
~2!#, and, last but not least, it has virtually no numeric
restrictions on the choice of model parameters. Toget
with past years developments33,34 we are able to study the
low-temperature properties of the PAM with the NRG wi
good accuracy.

C. Details of Wilson’s NRG

Quite generally, the NRG is based on a logarithmic d
cretization of the energy axis, i.e., one introduces a par
eter L.1 and divides the energy axis into interva
@L2(n11),L2n# for n50,1, . . . ,̀ .3,20 With some further
manipulations33 one can map the original model onto a sem
infinite chain, which can be solved iteratively by startin
from the impurity and successively adding chain sites. Si
the coupling between two adjacent sitesn andn11 vanishes
like L2n/2 for largen, the low-energy states of the chain wit
n11 sites are determined by a comparatively small num
Nstatesof states close to the ground state of then-site system.
In practice, one retains only thoseNstatesfrom then-site chain
to set up the Hilbert space forn11 sites and thus prevent
the usual exponential growth of the Hilbert space asn in-
creases. Eventually, after thenNRG sites have been include
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in the calculation, adding another site will not change
spectrum significantly and one terminates the calculation

It is obvious that for anyL.1 the NRG constitutes an
approximation to the system with a continuum of band sta
but becomes exact in the limitL→1. Performing this limit
is, of course, not possible, as one has to simultaneously
crease the number of retained states to infinity. One c
however, study theL and Nstates dependence of the NRG
results and perform the limitL→1, Nstates→` by extrapo-
lating these data. Surprisingly one finds that the depende
of the NRG results onL as well as on the cutoffNstatesis
extremely mild; in most cases a choice ofL52 andNstates
5300•••500 is sufficient.24

While the knowledge of the states is sufficient to calcul
thermodynamic properties, the self-consistency~4! requires
the knowledge of the one-particle Green function or, equi
lently the knowledge of the single-particle self-energyS f(z).
Since the NRG scheme works with a discretization of
energy axis, it corresponds to a discrete system and by
struction the Green function consists of a set of poles and
appropriate coarse-graining procedure has to be app
During the last 15 years considerable progress has b
made to extract dynamical properties with the NRG, too, a
it has been shown to give very accurate results also for,
dynamical one- and two-particle and also transp
properties.35,36For dynamical properties the NRG works be
at T50, and various dynamic correlation functions can
calculated with an accuracy of a few percent. Although l
well defined for finite temperatures, its extension toT.0
also shows very good agreement with exact results.32,36 It is
quite remarkable as no sum rules~Friedel sum rule, total
spectral weight, etc.! must be used as input for these calc
lations. On the contrary, they can serve as an independea
posterioricheck on the quality of the results. The first app
cation of the NRG to the DMFT known to us is the work
Sakai and co-workers,31,32where the symmetric Hubbard an
periodic Anderson model in the metallic regime have be
studied. In their papers the authors point out some difficul
in the progress of iterating the NRG results with the DMF
equations, which are in our opinion largely related to t
necessary broadening of the NRG spectra.

As has been shown in the work of Bullaet al.,33 these
difficulties can be circumvented if, instead of calculati
Gf(z) and extractingS f(z) from it, one calculates the self
energy directly via the relation

Ss
f ~z!5U

Fs
f ~z!

Gs
f ~z!

,

Fs
f ~z!5^^ f s f s̄

†
f s̄ , f s

†&&z , ~6!

which originates from the equation of motion

zGs
f ~z!511^^@ f s ,H SIAM#, f s

†&&~z!

511@« f1D~z!#Gs
f ~z!1UFs

f ~z! ~7!

with

D~z!5
1

N (
k

uVku2

z2«k
.

e

s
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e
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t
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Both correlation functionsGs
f (z) andFs

f (z) appearing in Eq.
~6! can be calculated with the NRG and it turns out that
quotient of them gives a much better result forS f(z) than
the use ofGf(z) alone.33

Let us note one particular problem in dealing with t
PAM in the DMFT1NRG. As we will see in the beginning
of Sec. IV, the effective hybridization for the PAM in th
particle-hole symmetric limit exhibits a pole right at th
Fermi level~see Fig. 3!. It is clear that such a pole will lead
to numerical difficulties. However, the NRG allows us
deal with such a structure in a very efficient way, namely
including this single state represented by the pole into
definition of the ‘‘impurity’’ defining the beginning of the
NRG chain.

III. RECENT RESULTS

Early studies of the PAM using the DMFT concentrat
on the particle-hole symmetric case«c50, 2« f1U50, i.e.,
nf51 andnc51.15,32,37To solve the SIAM, the authors em
ployed QMC~Refs. 26 and 28! and NRG.32 Although for this
particular situation the system is a band insulator for sy
metry reasons, one can extract a Wilson-Kondo scale fr
the SIAM impurity susceptibility. Interestingly, this energ
scale is enhanced with respect to the corresponding SI
Kondo temperature in accordance with the results by R
and Ueda.10,15 In addition, at low temperatures the syste
can order antiferromagnetically.15 To avoid confusion and to
make the discussion more transparent we will useT0 andTK
from now on to distinguish the relevant lattice energy sc
and the Kondo scale, respectively.

One possibility to break the particle-hole symmetry is
depleting the band filling via changing«c , but keepingnf
'1, which has been done with QMC forU/V2'4.16–18The
resulting phase diagram turns out to be quite interesting
several reasons. First, one finds a suppression of the an
romagnetic order with decreasingnc and aroundnc50.5 a
region with ferromagnetic order emerges,16 which for nc
,0.5 can be attributed to a ferromagnetic effecti
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY !–type exchange.
Second, from studies of the resistivity and optic
conductivity,17,18 one can infer that fornc&0.8 the physics
of the paramagnetic metallic phase drastically chang
While for nc*0.8 there seems to exist only one energy sc
T0*TK , the resistivity data suggest that fornc&0.8 the on-
set of coherence is marked by a temperature sc
T0!TK .17,18 In addition, the spectral function drasticall
changes as one decreasesnc and the effective Anderson
width ~5!, which for nc'1 has a peak at the Fermi energ
starts to develop a dip forv50. These observations wer
taken as fingerprints of the Nozie`res exhaustion scenario.17,18

Further evidence for this interpretation comes from the w
by Vidhyadhirajaet al.,38 which is based on second-orde
perturbation theory inU ~IPT!. These authors, too, find
similar behavior as a function ofnc . In addition, since their
method allows them to studyT50, they could extract the
energy scaleT0 from their data. Interestingly, they found
relation betweenT0 andTK of the formT0}(TK)2 for their
results, which is precisley the behavior predicted by the p
nomenological theory of Nozie`res.19 However, we note that
this particular relationshipT0}TK

2 in Ref. 38 was found only
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if the width of the Kondo peak was used to estimateT0.
When the ratio of the masses was used instead, the rela
ship rather followsT0}TK .40

The estimate ofT0 coming from the Gutzwiller ansat
calculations, on the other hand, apparently fail to capture
essential physics in this parameter regime, since they pre
a ratioT0 /TK.1 for all values ofnc .10

Although the results from QMC and IPT are at first glan
very convincing, there remain some problems. First, b
series of calculations were done with a comparatively sm
value ofU/V2'4 and a systematic study of the behavior
a function ofU/V2, especially for larger values, is clear
necessary. Second, the results were either obtained by Q
~Refs. 17 and 18! or IPT.38 However, for largeU/V2, the
identification of exponentially small energy scales w
QMC is problematic due to its restriction to finite temper
tures. The IPT, on the other hand, leads to ambiguous re
as mentioned before; in addition, as a perturbational
proach inU, it certainly cannot produce exponentially sma
energy scales. Thus, for a quantitative description of the l
temperature phase and especially a reliable calculation o
low-energy scaleT0, a nonperturbative technique atT50 is
necessary.

IV. NRG RESULTS

Such a method has become available recently by the
plication of Wilson’s NRG ~Ref. 20! to the DMFT,31–33

which we use to study the paramagnetic phase of the P
within the DMFT atT50. In order to perform the energ
integral in Eq.~4! analytically and to be able to make conta
to earlier results we study a simple hypercubic lattice in
limit of dimensionalityd→`. With the proper scaling13 this
leads tor0

c(e)5exp@2(e2/t* )2#/(t*Ap) for the noninteracting
DOS of the band states. In the following we uset* 51 as our
energy unit.

Let us start by briefly discussing the particle-hole sy
metric situation, i.e., 2« f1U50 and«c50. Here, it is ex-
pected from symmetry and shown by calculations,15,32,37that

FIG. 1. f density of statesAf(v) for SIAM ~dashed line! and
PAM ~full line! in the particle-hole symmetric case 2« f1U50 and
«c50. The model parameters areU52 and V250.2. The inset
shows an enlargement of the region around the Fermi level.
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the concentrated system exhibits a hybridization gap. Thi
shown in Fig. 1, where the f-DOS Af(v)5
2(1/p)I m$Gf(v1 id)% is plotted for the SIAM ~dashed
line! and the PAM~full line!. The model parameters areU
52 ~i.e., « f521) and V250.2. The result for the SIAM
nicely shows the well-known structures, namely the cha
excitation peaks atv'6U/2 and the Abrikosov-Suhl reso
nance~ASR! at the Fermi level. This latter structure, whic
can be regarded as an effective local level, basically lead
the hybridization gap in the PAM. The enlarged view of t
region around the Fermi energy also shows that the width
this hybridization gap and the width of the ASR are of
similar order of magnitude. As we will discuss the corr
sponding energy scale in the lattice is actually enhanced o
TK , which sets the width of the ASR. This result can read
be anticipated from the self-energy of thef states in Fig. 2. In
the SIAM ~dashed line! and the PAM~full line! one observes
a nice parabolic extremum inI mS f(v1 id) at the Fermi
energy @see Fig. 2~a!#, which is accompanied by a linea
region inR eS f(v1 id) in Fig. 2~b!; the slope is negative in
both cases and definitely smaller for the PAM, as can be s

FIG. 2. S f(v1 id) SIAM ~dashed line! and PAM ~full line! in
the particle-hole symmetric case and parameters according to
1. From the real part~b! the Hartree termU/2 has been subtracted
The insets show an enlargement of the region around the F
level.
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from the inset to Fig. 2~b!. This means that, at least as far
the self-energy is concerned, the system can be viewed
Fermi liquid with a quasiparticle weight

Z21512
d R eS f~v!

dv U
v50

[m* /m, ~8!

where we introduced the notion of the effective massm* .
Note that the above result, viz., that the system is a Fe
liquid, is not a priori apparent from Fig. 1, since the spe
trum represents an insulator. From the self-energy it is, h
ever, evident that this insulating state can be trivially a
counted for by using the picture of hybridizing quasipartic
bands, one of which is located at the Fermi energy and
scribes an effectivef level. The characterization of th
particle-hole symmetric system as a band insulator isa priori
not the only possible scenario. Indeed, for smallV2 and U
→` an alternative route to an insulating state is via a Mo
Hubbard transition as found by Heldet al. for nonconstant
Vk .39 We did not observe such a transition for the caseVk
5const studied here for values ofU as large asU510, but
also cannot exclude such a scenario on the basis of the
available.

It is also quite illustrating to have a look at the effecti
Anderson width as defined by Eq.~5!. This function is rather
featureless for the SIAM~dashed line in Fig. 3!, but exhibits
a very pronounced structure near the Fermi level for
PAM ~full line in Fig. 3!, namely a pseudogap plus a stro
peak right atv50; one can, in fact, show that the latter is
d peak. Thisd peak can be understood as emerging from
sharp quasiparticle band with dominantlyf-character at the
Fermi level.

The results by QMC and IPT suggest that one can exp
drastic changes in the physics of the model if one breaks
particle-hole symmetry. There are actually two possi
routes to accomplish this goal; the first is to keep«c50, and
thusnc'1, but increaseU so that 2« f1U.0. An example
for the spectrum and the corresponding hybridization fu
tion for « f521, U56 and V250.2 is shown in Fig. 4,
where we plot the DOSAf(v) @Fig. 4~a!# and the hybridiza-
tion function G(v) @Fig. 4~b!#. For these particular param
eters the occupancies arenc'1 and nf'0.92. As in the

FIG. 3. Anderson widthG(v) for SIAM ~dashed line! and PAM
~full line! in the particle-hole symmetric case and parameters
cording to Fig. 1. The inset shows an enlargement of the reg
around the Fermi level.
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particle-hole symmetric case one finds the characteri
three-peak structure, again with a hybridization gap in
DOS of the lattice@full line, see inset to Fig. 4~a!#. Note that
this gap now is located above the Fermi energy and its w
is visibly larger than the width of the ASR in the SIAM
pointing again towards an enhanced energy scale for the
tice, which is also confirmed by an inspection of the se
energy. A replica of this~pseudo!gap is also visible in the
effective hybridization function of the lattice in Fig. 4~b!,
which in addition shows a pronounced peak slightly abo
the Fermi energy. The origin of this peak is the same as
nf51; only it now has to be damped due to the finite lifetim
of the quasiparticles forv.0. It is quite interesting to note
that the value ofG(0) is actually reduced from its value i
the SIAM, but the average ofG(v) over a region of the
order T0 around the Fermi energy is enhanced. If one
sumes that it will be such an averaged value that determ
the low-energy scale, one can readily understand thatT0 is
enhanced overTK by this simple picture. We should mentio
that our results are very similar to those obtained more t
10 years ago with resolvent perturbation theories.6,7,9 In fact,
the physical situation studied then was basically the sa
namely a particle-hole symmetric conduction band hybrid

c-
n

FIG. 4. DOSAf(v) ~a! and Anderson widthG(v) ~b! for SIAM
~dashed line! and PAM ~full line! in the asymmetric case. The pa
rameters are«c50, « f521, U56, andV250.2. The insets show
an enlargement of the region around the Fermi level.
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ing with an asymmetricf level, however withU5`. The
interpretation of the structures inG(v), which may be
viewed as the effective density of states~DOS! of the me-
dium visible to the impurity, then leads to the picture th
due to the coherent admixture off states to the system, ther
will be an effective enhancement ofG(v) close to the Fermi
energy. In this sense one may identify the physics in t
region of parameter space with the picture of coher
Kondo scatterers.

The most interesting question is how the energy scale
the dilute system and the lattice,TK and T0, are related in
this parameter regime. Let us recall that from the Gutzwi
ansatz one obtains10 TK /T05mPAM* /mSIAM* 5exp(21/2I ),
whereI 58r0

c(0)V2/U; this prediction was found to be con
sistent with recent DMFT QMC simulations15 where the
Wilson-Kondo scale was estimated form the excess impu
susceptibility.

At T50, the most efficient way to extract the low-ener
scale is by calculating the effective mass according to
~8!. With m/m* }T0 we are then able to discuss the variati
of TK and T0 with U. The result is shown in Fig. 5, wher
m/m* is plotted versus 1/I and I 52r0

c(0)V2U/„u« f u(« f

1U)… is the Schrieffer-Wolff exchange coupling. As alrea
predicted from the spectra and self-energies, the genera
lation T0.TK holds. In addition, bothTK andT0 apparently
behave exponentially as a function in 1/I , but with different
slopes; in qualitative agreement with the predictions
slope ofT0 is smaller. To quantify the relation betweenTK
and T0 further we show in the inset to Fig. 5 the rat
TK /T05mPAM* /mSIAM* as function of 1/I . Again, an exponen-
tial behavior is observed; however, in contrast to the p
dicted factor 1/2 we find ln(TK /T0)521/3I from our data.
For the time being we do not have an explanation for t
discrepancy between the QMC and NRG results; whethe
might be related to different schemes to extractT0—a scal-
ing behavior of the excess susceptibility as a function
temperature in the QMC versus effective mass atT50 in the
NRG—has to be clarified.

The second possibility to destroy particle-hole symme
is to choose«cÞ0. As a typical result for that paramete

FIG. 5. Inverse effective mass as function of 1/I ~see text! for
«c50, « f521, and V250.2. The inset shows the rati
mPAM* /mSIAM* together with a fitmPAM* /mSIAM* 5e21/3I .
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regime we show in Fig. 6 the DOSAf(v) @Fig. 6~a!# and the
corresponding effective hybridization functionG(v) @Fig.
6~b!# for «c50.5, 2« f1U50, U52, andV250.2. For the
filling we obtain nf'1 and nc'0.6 for both the PAM
~dashed line! and the single impurity Anderson mode
~SIAM, full line!. As usual, one sees the characteristic str
tures, namely the charge-excitation peaks atv'6U/2 and
the Kondo resonance at the Fermi level. However, in cont
to the results with«c50, we do not find any hint of a hy-
bridization gap in the lattice DOS; in fact, the DOS loo
pretty much like that of a conventional SIAM. The majo
difference to the DOS of the SIAM is an enhancement of
ASR and a reduction of its width,17 as is apparent from the
inset to Fig. 6~a!. Particularly interesting is the behavior o
the effective hybridization function in Fig. 6~b!. Similar to
the case«c50, 2« f1U.0 it is considerably reduced in th
region around the Fermi level; in contrast to the former ca
however, the sharp quasiparticle contribution is missing a
the average value ofG(v) over the region of the orderT0
aroundv50 is still reduced from the noninteracting valu
here. The depletion inG(v) around the Fermi level has bee
coined as a hallmark of exhaustion physics in the PAM a
related models,17,38 since according to Nozie`res’ phenom-

FIG. 6. f density of statesAf(v) ~a! and effective hybridization
functionG(v) ~b! for PAM ~dashed line! and SIAM ~full line!. The
parameters are«c50.5, 2« f1U50, U52, andV250.2.
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enological picture19 the effective density of medium state
available at a given site should be reduced due to scree
at other sites.

The fundamental difference in the physics betweennc
'1 and nc!1 also manifests itself in the behavior of th
DOS of the conduction states. Typical results for this qu
tity are shown in Fig. 7 for« f521, V250.2 and«c50,
U56 (nc'1, upper panel! and «c50.5, U52 (nc'0.6,
lower panel!. For comparison, the bare band DOS for t
corresponding value of«c is also included~dashed curves!;
the choice of different values ofU for the cases«c50 and
«c50.5 is necessary to ensure that both systems are met
One observes fundamental qualitative differences in
DOS, especially close to the Fermi surface, which in o
opinion are related to the different physical properties of
different regimes and do not depend critically on a particu
choice of the interaction strength. Fornc'1, the appearance
of a gap slightly above the Fermi level in the conducti
DOS again supports the notion of hybridizing bands in t
region of parameter space. On the other hand, the condu
DOS for the casenc'0.6 does not show the typical form o
hybridized bands, but merely a pseudogap at the Fermi
ergy. The fact that the spectrum only develops a pseudo
with finite DOS forv50 can again be understood as a si
of exhaustion, since the formation of a full hybridization g
requires complete Kondo screening by the band states to
cur for each f site, while the formation of a pseudogap can
interpreted that only part of thef sites are screened by th
conduction electrons.

The reduced effective hybridization around the Fer
level observed in Fig. 6 gives also rise to a reduced lo
energy scale, characterized by an effective massm* /m'17
in the PAM, whereas the corresponding quantity for t
SIAM is m* /m'8. The behavior of the low-energy scale
a function of nc for fixed U52, V250.25, andnf'1 is
shown in Fig. 8. Note that fornc'1 the valueT0 is again
enhanced over the impurity scale with ln(TK /T0)521/3I . Be-
low nc'0.8 the ratioT0 /TK decreases below one and fa
rapidly and monotonically withnc , being almost two orders

FIG. 7. c density of statesrc(v) of the PAM for « f521, V2

50.2 andU56, «c50 (nc'1, upper panel! and U52, «c50.5
(nc'0.6, lower panel!. The dashed lines depict the bare conduct
DOS r0

c(v) for the corresponding«c .
ng
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of magnitude smaller fornc'0.2. The ratiomSIAM* /mPAM*
[T0 /TK is shown in the inset to Fig. 8. This ratio falls mo
rapidly thanTK , i.e.,T0 /TK

2 is not constant. The ratioT0 /TK

can be fit to a formT0 /TK}ncexp(cnc) with c'5/2 ~full
curve in the inset to Fig. 8!. It gives an excellent account o
the data. This behavior especially means thatT0;ncTK as
nc→0.41 Note that the Gutzwiller result fornc!1 predicts
both T0 and TK to behave likence

2cnc, but ~i! predicts
T0 /TK.1 and~ii ! clearly gives no proportionality tonc in
the ratioT0 /TK .

Nozières’ phenomenological arguments also lead to
estimate ofT0 as function ofnc , namelyT0}(TK)2/r0

c(0).19

This relation has recently been tested with IPT~Ref. 38! and,
within this approach, found to be fulfilled at least forU/V2

'4 between 0.4<nc<0.8 whenT0 is estimated from the
width of the Kondo resonance. We first note that clearly o
result in Fig. 8 is not compatible with this prediction. I
order to clarify the relation betweenT0 andTK we compare
T0 andTK as a function ofU/V2 for fixed nc . The results for
nc'0.6 as a function ofU/V2 for both varyingU at constant
V250.2 ~circles! and varyingV2 at constantU52 ~squares!
is shown in Fig. 9 on a semilogarithmic scale; to study t
dependence on the fillingnc , we included calculations for
nc50.31 ~diamonds, varyingU only!. Evidently TK andT0
both follow an exponential lawT0 , TK}exp(2a/I), where
I 58r0

c(0)V2/U is the Schrieffer-Wollf exchange couplin
for 2« f1U50. However, the curves for the SIAM an
PAM for fixed nc are parallel in the semilogarithmic plot i
Fig. 9, i.e., the coefficients ofU/V2 in the exponents of both
quantities are identical. This of course meansT0}TK rather
thanT0}(TK)2, as predicted by Nozie`res. Thus, neither as
function of nc nor as a function ofU/V2 does the lattice
scaleT0 obey the Nozie`res prediction.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have presented results for the PAM obtained wit
the DMFT atT50 using Wilson’s NRG approach. For th

FIG. 8. m/m* vs nc for U52, V250.25, andnf'1. The lines
are guides to the eye. The inset shows the ratiomSIAM* /mPAM*
[T0 /TK vs nc . The data are fit byT0 /TK}ncexp(cnc) ~full line!,
wherec'5/2.
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range of parameters studied here, the system can alway
characterized as a Fermi liquid with a strongly enhanced
fective mass; this lattice scaleT0 is enhanced over a corre
sponding impurity Kondo scaleTK for the particle-hole sym-
metric conduction band in accordance with perturbatio
results6,7,9 or those from the Gutzwiller ansatz.10 Moreover,
the picture of hybridizing quasiparticle bands leading
~pseudo!gaps in the DOS was found to be valid here. On
other hand, in the case of an asymmetric conduction b
and especially for low carrier concentrationnc&0.8, the
spectral functions and corresponding effective hybridizat
functions show the signs of exhaustion and we observ
corrresponding strong reduction of the lattice scaleT0.16,19

Together with our results, an extensive picture of exha
tion physics in the infinite-dimensional PAM has begun
emerge. Close to half-filling the low-temperature propert
of the model can be characterized by one energy scaleT0
.TK , whereas away from half-filling two scales are app
ent:TK , where screening begins, andT0!TK , where coher-
ence sets in. At low temperaturesT'T0, the quasiparticle
features in the single-particle spectra become pronoun
and have predominantlyf character.18 Since only the states
near the Fermi energy can participate in screening,
f-electron moments are screened predominantly by o
f-electron states. At a temperatureTm (T0,Tm,TK), a dip
begins to develop in the effective hybridization rate at
Fermi surfaceG(v'0),17 indicating that the states availab
for screening are becoming exhausted. This is a direct c
firmation of the qualitative features of Nozie`res’ exhaustion
scenario. Nevertheless, for fixednc , we find thatT0}TK ,
and as the conduction-band filling changes we findT0
}ncexp(cnc); both are in direct contradiction with the predi
tions of Nozières. Thus, we conclude that Nozie`res’ phenom-
enological arguments are too crude to capture the quan
tive features of exhaustion.

To our knowledge there has not yet been a system
experimental study concentrating on the signatures of
haustion in metallic HF compounds. However, there are s

FIG. 9. m/m* as a function ofU/V2 for nc'0.6 ~squares and
circles! andnc'0.31 ~diamonds! with nf'1. The circles~squares!
denote varyingU (V2) for fixed V250.2 (U52). The diamonds
show the behavior ofm/m* for a different filling nc'0.3 andV2

50.2 for varyingU.
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eral experimentally relevant consequences of exhaustion
dicted by DMF calculations. Most of these predictions a
related to the presence of two relevant scales and the
tracted behavior of measurements as a function of temp
ture in the crossover regime between these scales.16 For ex-
ample, as compared to the predictions of the SIAM with t
sameT0, the photoemission peak should evolve much m
slowly with temperature.18 In addition, it should have signifi-
cantly more weight since the height of the peak goes l
1/G(0) and its width is set byT0. Although these features
have been reported in photoemission experiments on
based heavy fermion materials,42 these results remain
controversial43 and it has been suggested that the experim
tal spectrum is representative of the surface and not
bulk.44 Fortunately, transport and neutron scattering exp
ments probe much further into the bulk, and should disp
characteristic features due to exhaustion. The calculated
sistivity displays a nonuniversal peak and two other regio
typical of HF systems and is associated with impurityli
physics at high temperaturesT'TK and Fermi-liquid forma-
tion at low T&T0.17 The peak resistivity shows feature
characteristic of exhaustion. It occurs atT'Tm , the tem-
perature at which exhaustion first becomes apparent as a
G(v'0). Tm is nonuniversal in that itincreaseswith de-
creasingnc , TK , and T0. The Drude peak in the optica
conductivity persists up to much higher temperatures t
predicted by the SIAM and the Drude weight rises drama
cally with temperature.17 The quasielastic peak in the ang
integrated dynamic spin susceptiblity also evolves m
slowly with temperature than predicted by the SIAM, and
displays more pronounced charge-transfer features.46

Despite the rich picture which has begun to emerge fr
DMF calculations, many questions remain unresolv
Among these, three seem most prominent to us. First,
unclear what is happening asnc→1. In this regime, follow-
ing Nozières argument, there should also remain too f
states to screen the moments so the exhaustion sce
would seem to apply also, nevertheless, theT0 is enhanced
relative to TK and all effects of exhaustion vanish. It
tempting to attribute this vanishing of exhaustion to anot
energy scale associated with the bare gap that appears i
spectra asnc→1. However, in recent calculations for
model with f -d hopping, such that the hybridizationVk
}ek , where there is no conduction-band gap whennf5nc
51, in the regime of strongf -d hybridization T0@TK is
again found, suggesting that there must be some more
damental reason for the absence of exhaustion.45 Thus, these
latter results together with the ones presented here su
demand for a critical reinvestigation of the phenomenolo
of exhaustion.

Second, thus far all calculations are for the orbitally no
degenerate models. The effect of orbital degeneracy
crystal-field splittings has yet to be determined. However
the limit of infinite orbital degeneracy, the Kondo sca
would seem to be unrenormalized.

Third, following Doniach’s arguments, the RKKY inter
action and superexchange will compete with the Kon
screening in the formation of the ground state. In the pres
work, we have explicitely concentrated on the paramagn
state, i.e., these types of exchange do not enter the calc
tion. However, within the DMF it is possible to study th
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influence of RKKY or superexchange on the mean-field le
by either looking at the susceptibility15 or allowing for a
symmetry-broken state. Generally, since the RKKY e
change grows likeJ2, and the Kondo scale is exponential
21/J, Kondo screening and hence exhaustion is expecte
be most pronounced when the Kondo exchangeJ;V2/U is
large. However, we have found that exhaustion can dram
cally reduce the relevant low-energy scale; which may
tend the region where the magnetic exchange dominate
the formation of the ground state. Thus a systematic stud
ith
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the magnetic phase diagram as function ofU/V2 is clearly
desirable.
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